Direct observation of orientation distributions of actin filaments in a solution undergoing shear banding.
Shear banding is frequently observed in complex fluids. However, the configuration of macromolecules in solutions undergoing shear banding has not yet been directly observed. In this study, by using the fact that F-actin solutions exhibit shear banding and actin filaments are visualized by fluorescent labels, we directly observed the intrinsic states of an actin solution undergoing shear banding. By combining the 3D imaging of labeled actin filaments and particle image velocimetry (PIV), we obtained orientation distributions of actin filaments in both high and low shear rate regions, whose quantitative differences are indicated. In addition, by using the orientation distributions and applying stress expression for rod-like polymers, we estimated stress tensors in both high and low shear rate regions. This evaluation indicates that different orientation distributions of filamentous macromolecules can exhibit a common shear stress.